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New options 
offers variety 
By SANDY AMANN 
The general studies 
program, which will apply to 
all students entering Madison 
under the 1976-77 catalog, will 
provide students with more 
flexibility and freedom of 
choice in choosing classes, 
according to William Nelson, 
vice president. for academic 
affairs. 
Any classes which are 
general studies options may 
be used to meet basic studies 
requirements  beginning  this' 
Group 1, 14 semester hours: 
English  101-102,  6  hours; 
any 100 or 200 level 3-credit 
math course, 3 hours; 
comm. 200, 222, or 226, 3 
hours; • 
any P.E. activity course, 2 
hours. 
Group 2, 29 semester hours: 
three hours selected from 
art 200, 201, comm. 250 
(theatre), music 200, 201, or 
P.E. 349 (dance); 
six hours selected from the 
following: 
english - any 200 level 
course, 
humanities - any 100 or 200 
level course, 
philosophy - any 100 or 200 
level course, 
religion - any 100 or 200 
level course, 
foreign languages (•French, 
German, Greek, Latin, 
Russian, Spanish) any 
literature course; 
six hours selected from any 
100 or 200 level history courses 
with at least one of the courses 
in a non-US area; 
eight hours selected from 
the following: 
biology 100, 105, 120, or 130, 
chemistry - any 100 level 
course, 
geology 100, 130, or 211, 
physics 109, 130, 135, 220, 
231-232; 
six hours selected from the 
following: 
anthropology - any 100 or 
200 level course, 
economics 220, 225, 230, 235, 
geography 120, 210, 236, 280, 
health 270, 354, 
home economics 133, 
political science 110, 210, 
225, 230, 
psychology 231-232, 233-234, 
sociology - any 100 or 200. 
level course. 
summer, Nelson said. 
Physical education courses 
will at that time become two 
credit courses which will meet 
for four hours a week instead 
of three, Nelson said. Under 
the general studies program, 
the physical • education 
requirement is reduced from 
three hours to two hours. 
The program, which 
requires 43Jiours, as opposed 
to the basic studies 
requirement of 41 hours, also 
adds three hours in the area of 
humanities. In addition, there 
are optional courses for every 
requirement except English 
101-102. 
Basic and general studies 
are designed to make students 
"well-rounded, educated 
people," according to Nelson. 
Such programs are an at- 
tempt "to insure that all 
students participate in a 
broad variety of educational 
experiences before they 
specialize in a subject or. 
discipline," he said. 
The general studies 
program was recommended 
by a committee of faculty, 
students and administrators, 
Nelson said. After it has been 
in effect for several years, the 
program will probably be 




BOB COCHRAN, president of TKE fraternity, 
addresses the City Council during the open 
bearing Tuesday night.   City Planner Robert 
Sullivan is at left       Photo by Walt   Morgan 
Granting TKE variance: 
does it weaken the law? 
By JENNIFER GOINS 
About 20 Harrisonburg residents raised 
their hands in approval of proposed zoning and 
parking ordinance changes Wednesday night 
at an open hearing of the city council. 
No one voiced any pooosi tion to the changes, 
but Tau Kappa Epsilon (TKE) president Bob 
Cochran indicated that the fraternity would 
request a variance if the proposals are im- 
plemented. , ' 
City attorney Norvell Lapsley then stated 
that the grandfather clause does not apply to 
the TKE case. 
The "grandfather clause" allows for the 
non-conforming use of a structure to continue 
in an inappropriate zone if it was properly 
zoned prior to an ordinance change. This does 
not apply to the TKE case since the question 
concerns the number of people occupying the 
house and not the usage of the structure, ac- 
cording to Lapsley. 
News analysis 
Currently the TKE house is properly zoned. 
Proposed amendments, however, would make 
it illegal for the fraternity to maintain a house 
with 17 occupants in its present R-3 zone, since 
the new ordinance would limit the number of 
brothers residing in the house to 10. 
Cochran maintains that "it would be almost 
impossible to run the house with 10 people." 
Therefore, they will seek a variance to the 
ordinance if adopted by petitioning the city's 
Board of Zoning Appeals. 
By doing so the franternity risks losing an 
appeal and being forced to comply with the 
new code. 
If TKE is granted a zoning variance, the city 
officials have greatly weakened the new or- 
dinance by increasing the potential for more 
variance requests. 
In order to exercise the law fairly, they 
must bestow the same benevolence they 
showed TKE on the other fraternities and 
sororities by granting them similar zoning 
variances if requested. 
Such action would serve only to frustrate 
uie community's attempts to retain the 
residential character of their neighborhoods 
and nullify the net effect of the ordinance 
changes. 
An alternative to the TKE house dilemma 
concerns the administration of the ordinance. 
Technically, the fraternity would not have to 
petition the Board of Zoning Appeals for a 
variance until it is in violation of the zoning 
ordinance. 
This means that the TKE house could 
continue to exist tenuously unchanged in a "no- 
man's-land" until the fraternity is served' a 
violation notice. Since TKE is required by law 
to obtain a licence for operating a boarding 
house, and licencing involves inspection of the 
building, it would become apparent to city 
officials that the house violated the zoning 
laws. 
If the city officials chose to ignore this 
violation and not serve the fraternity a notice, 
they will make a mockery of the city's zoning 
code. 
Seeking a variance to a law that has yet to 
be implemented exhibits a poor attitude on the 
part of the TKE members towards community 
matters. They are acting solely for their own 
concerns and not considering more acceptable 
solutions. 
Furthermore, city officials will set an 
irresponsible precedent in law making if they 
consider granting variances to ordinances that 
have not been duly adopted. 
Another solution must be and can be found. 
Cochran suggests that the definitions of 
Continued on page 9 
SG A votes 
boosters 
money 
By  FRANK  RATHBUN and 
JOANN SULLIVAN 
The Student Government 
Association (SGA) granted 
$600 Tuesday to the newly- 
formed Booster Club. 
Sen. Paul Manning (Click), 
chairman of the senate 
finance committee, explained 
that the Booster Club is in 
"need of financial support in 
its early stages." 
SGA President John 
Lounsbury reported that the 
club has only $50 left in its 
expense account. He added 
that 8Q per cent of the ap- 
proximately $950 in Booster 
Club dues has gone towards 
the "white hats." The other 20 
per cent has been spent on 
ropes for the reserved seating, 
ushers and music at the 
basketball games and a dance 
sponsored by the Booster 
Club, Lounsbury said. 
Roughly $500 of the $600 
grant will go towards two 
Booster Club sponsored 
dances; one of which will be 
held tonight in the Warren 
Campus    Center. The 
remaining $100 will be spent 
on Booster Club ushers, 
ballroom fees for the dances 
and other "miscellaneous" 
expenses, according to 
Lounsbury. 
The senate also voted to 
sponsor and partially un- 
derwrite the cost of chartering * 
Continued on page 9 
<< 
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' Ligli ter side ' 
MIR A power 
By Gregory Byrne 
One thing that can. be said for Madison is the great 
variety of different campus organizations open to 
student    involvement. There    are    clubs    for 
photographers, chess players, biologists,  psychotics 
(er...psychologists), politics - and even journalists. 
But with the exception of the Black Student Alliance, 
there are no ethnic clubs to join. No Italian Power 
League, Alliance for Lithuanian Students, or Yiddish 
Club.  Only the Baptist Student Union. 
And I feel it's time for a change. That's why I am 
petitioning the Student Affairs office for official 
recognition of the Madison Irish Republican Army 
(MIRA). I have a group of 20 other Madison students of 
Irish ancestry who are willing to pay dues and who are 
very interested in getting the MIRA name in the up- 
coming handbook. 
The purpose of the club is to "recognize the needs and 
desires of Irish students on campus and to offer insight 
to our non-Irish brothers and sisters on the contributions 
of Irish people to posterity." Like beer and corned beef 
and cabbage. 
The first thing the MIRA would like is on-campus 
housing. Since the college gladly houses other ethnic 
minorities (the Greeks, f rinstance) I think there should 
be no problem finding room for a few sons of the sod. At 
other colleges this would not be possible, since many 
have a ban on housing discriminatory organizations. 
Thankfully, Madison has no such qualms. 
We will also petition the SGA for $800 in funds to get us 
off the ground. The money will go mainly towards the 
purchase of leprechaun hats which we will wear on St. 
Pat's Day and all religious- holidays. 
We hope to encourage the formation of a Scotch 
Student Society and a Sons of Britain Club so that among 
us we can form an Inter-Gallic Council. Once the MIRA 
is in full operation, a Daughters of Dublin will no doubt 
spring up here as well. 
The MIRA will be largely a social club, sponsoring 
such hearty events as the annual St. Pat's dark beer 
guzzling contest, the Lady Day's panty raid and other 
fun college things to do. 
Of course, we realize our obligation to the betterment 
of society as well. That's why we'll be holding monthly 
fund raisers to help the boys in Londonberry and the 
South Bronx. We figure we'll be having raffles and sales 
in the post office lobby. Right now we're negotiating for 
a wholesale purchase of shamrocks and shillelaghies to 
sell and we might even raffle off a banshee or two. 
We have been trying to come up with an idea for a 
good guest speaker, but since James Joyce is dead and 
Jimmy Breslin costs too much, we're at a loss. Any help 
would be appreciated. 
The only requirements are 1) authenticated Irish 
ancestry; 2) no protestants, and 3) having kissed the 
Blarney Stone (or Pat O'Brien) at least twice. 
433-6127 433-6596 
'The ^iffuslon of knowledge it the only guardian of true liberty.' 
James Madison Founded in 1923 
The Breeze encourages letters to the editor on topics dealing 
with the Madison campus and community. All letters must be 
signed and include phone or box number and may be addressed 
to The Breeze. Longer letters may be used as a guestspot at 
the discretion of the editor. All letters will be edited at the 
discretion of the editor. 
Letters, columns and reviews reflect the opinion of their 
authors only. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the Breeze 
editors. All material submitted is subject to editing at the 
discretion of the editor. 
The Breeze will publish six times a month during the spring 
semester; every Friday and every other Tuesday. Deadlines for 
announcements are Tuesday for the Friday paper and Friday tor 
the Tuesday paper Deadlines lor ads are Tuesday night lor the 
Friday paper and Thursday night tor the Tuesday paper 
NEXT  PUBLICATION:    Friday Feb. 20 
/ 
On welfare and poverty 
Building the welfare state 
By Jerry Thurston 
The last decade in the United States has 
been fraught with crises-from the Vietnam 
War crisis to the Watergate, energy, food and 
the present economic crisis. 
In addition to these highly visible troubles 
that grabbed the headlines of yesterday's and 
today's newspapers, there is another problem 
that has been festering below the surface of 
widespread public attention for the last decade 
and mat promises to burst forth in the 
headlines of tomorrow's newspapers: the 
welfare-poverty crisis. 
Just as the other crises had their roots in ill- 
concieved governmental policies, so we will 
find that the roots of the crisis of tomorrow, 
welfare-poverty, arise from a base of govern- 
mental policies. 
'perverse* in light of 
past economic growth 
By welfare-poverty crisis I mean to include 
the whole spector of poor people in the United 
States and the governmental programs that 
deal with the problems of these people. This 
crisis includes not only the oft imagined 
welfare mother, but also includes the problems 
of the unemployed and the problems of the 
aged who are subsisting on a pension or on 
Social Security. 
In terms of programs, this problem includes 
not only the program most commonly 
associated with the word welfare, the Aid to 
Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) 
program, but also refers to the Social Security 
program, urban renewal programs, minimum 
wage laws and even the full-employment 
policies of the federal government. 
'As the term welfare-poverty suggests, the 
problem has two distinct components. The' 
welfare component is concerned with the ef- 
fects of various government programs 
ostensibly designed to eliminate poverty. The 
welfare problem boils down to the fact that an 
ever increasing percentage of the people in the 
United States are leading unproductive lives 
and claiming an ever increasing percentage of 
the output of the working populace, a situation 
that obviously can not go on indefinitely. 
The phenomenal growth of welfare 
payments, as well as the growth of poverty, is 
perverse in light of the tremendous economic 
growth in the United States over the last 
decade and over the last 40 years. Regardless 
of how one defines poverty, it is obvious that 
there are fewer people at or below that level 
today than there were 10 or 40 years ago. Yet 
welfare payments (in constant dollars) have 
risen over 200 per cent in the last decade and 
over 300 per cent in the last 40 years. 
As many taxpayers are beginning to per- 
ceive, and beginninglo resent, poverty in the 
United States is not the root cause of the ex- 
panded welfare payments and taxes. 
The corollary of increased welfare 
payments is increased taxes. This side of the 
coin inflames passions that feed on occasional 
headlines such as, "1 in 3 on Welfare Illegally, 
Report Says." The growth, of welfare 
payments and taxes has created diametrically 
opposed fiscal constituencies; for instance, the 
welfare rights group, the taxpayers unions, the 
George McGovern phenomenon and the 
George Wallaceites. This is a problem certain 
to cause major social and political tensions in 
the near future. Thus, the growth of the 
welfare system has divided the populace along 
the lines of producer versus consumer, with 
concomitant effects on national stability and 
unity. 
The situation can best be characterized as 
rotten. 
Why has there been a tremendous growth in 
welfare programs in the midst of the most 
spectacular economic growth in the history of 
the nation, when the overwhelming majority of 
United States citizens have prospered? 
Basically there are three reasons: 1) the 
group of welfare recipients has a positive 
supply function, 2) there>has been a weakening 
of disincentives to going on welfare, and 3) 
there has been a proliferation of governmental 
programs that exclude sections of the populace 
from engaging in the economic progress of the 
nation. 
A positive supply function of welfare 
recipients is an economist's way of saying "the 
better the benefits, the more people will try to 
get them." The following hypothetical 
example clearly illustrates this principle: if 
the government offered to hire an unlimited 
number of bricklayers for a $2000 salary a 
certain number of bricklayers will apply. If 
the government magnanimously decided to 
raise the pay to $4000 a good deal more 
bricklayers would apply. 
So it is with welfare. As federal, state and 
local governments raised the "poverty line" 
and increased the amounts of welfare benefits, 
they simultaneously increased the supply of 
eager welfare recipients. 
If the welfare benefit level is $3000 a year it 
is obvious that people at or below that level will 
quit work and flock to the welfare rolls. 
Just as it is in the "interest" of a man who 
earns less than the welfare benefits to quit 
working, so it will be in the interest of a man 
who earns only marginally more than the 
welfare benefits to quit work. If a man earns 
only $3050 after taxes it is doubtful that his 
total utility is served by working a year for 
$3050 when he might lay in bed a year and be 
worse off by only fifty dollars. This logic 
prevails for a wide range of after tax incomes. 
The welfare problem would not be over- 
whelming if it simply ended here, but there is a 
snowballing effect. For if the welfare benefits 
in a particular locality are greater or are only 
marginally less than the wages of another 
(Continued, on J'age. :u 
Building the welfare state 
Continued from page 2 
locality it is in the interest of the marginal 
workers   in  these  areas  to quit  work  and 
migrate to the areas of maximum welfare 
iH-nelits. 
Hut this causes the welfare bill to increase, 
necessitating more taxes which in turn 
exacerbate the problem by lowering the in- 
come of those marginally above the poverty 
line-thus making welfare benefits an at- 
tractive alternative to work. Secondly it 
causes the more mobile taxpayers to seek 
relief by moving to those areas with lower 
taxes. 
Nowhere is this viscious cycle more clearly 
illustrated than in the case of New York City, 
where politician after politician, despite all 
reason and logic, raised the welfare benefits 
and taxes to the points where poor people from 
all over the United States migrated to the city 
while taxpayers fled to upstate New York, New 
Jersey or Connecticut. Of course, the chickens 
have come home to roost and the results of this 
profligate policy have been tragic for taxpayer 
and welfare recipient alike. 
The saddest note, however, is that many of 
the once great cities of the country have 
pursued these programs to only a slightly 
lesser extent than New York City. 
While various governments have been in- 
creasing the economic incentives to quit work 
and get on various governmental relief 
programs, there has been a simultaneous 
social movement to eliminate the disincentives 
that for years served to deter people from 
going on the government dole. 
For over 300 years in America the 
prevailing social ethic was an extension of 
English "Poor Law" which held that people 
that were capable of taking care of their own 
needs should do so and that "Poor Law" 
governmental welfare and charity would aid 
the "deserving poor." In accordance with this 
ethic there was a stigma attached to receiving 
public welfare. uV    igma of being parasitic 
rather than productive. 
In the last 40 years however this "Poor 
l,aw" ethic has been completely overthrown 
by the "Welfare Rights" ethic, i.e., due to 
governmental fiat everyone has a right, 
regardless of merit, to a certain standard of 
living, enforcable by the government's ability 
lo lax away the produce of other individuals. 
As the "welfare rights" ethic was 
promulgated by government leaders in 
Washington, the stigma of going on relief was 
gradually removed and many people whose 
heritage and pride had kept them off of relief 
flocked to the welfare rolls. Any other disin- 
centives to going on relief have been largely 
negated by social workers who have cham- 
pioned the welfare rights concept and have 
worked actively to get people on the welfare 
rolls, eschewing the classical aim of social 
work of helping people to get back on their feet 
and to become independent of public 
assistance. 
More recently the Office of Economic Op- 
portunity (OEO) has pursued a program of 
searching out people to sign them up for 
welfare programs. There is for instance the 
rather repugnant example of the OEO forcing 
local governments to undertake advertising 
campaigns to get more people on the food 
stamp program, a program acknowledged by 
all to be riddled with ineligible middle class 
housewives and college students. 
The  welfare   problem  springs   from   the 
philosophy exhibited by the OEO rather than 
from an increase in poverty over the years. 
The only surprise is that the problem is not 
worse than it is. 
Editor's Note: This is the first in a series of 
three articles by Thurston, a business major at 
VPI & SU. In future articles he will explain the 
effects of governmental taxation, licensure 
procedures, and social security on the in- 
cidence of poverty. 
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Letters: 
'Strict' talk of column *> 
DEATH OF A SALESMAN 
LATIMER-SHAEFFER THEATRE FEB 1». 20. 21, 26. 27, 28 
RESERVATIONS:   433-6260 
ADULTS   $2.50 MADISON STUDENTS - $1.50 
To The Editor: 
I wish to take issue with the 
Guestspot in the Feb. 10 
Breeze concerning a comment 
attributed to me. 
The matter concerns the 
Booster Club request for $600. 
In the article, I am referred to 
as saying that the Finance 
Committee was not as strict 
with the Booster Club because 
they were formed in the SGA. 
Granted,     in     the    con- 
versation  with  Mr.   Hodge, 
strictness was brought up. 
The context of the comment, 
(as used in the article) implies 
however, that strictness was 
talked about in connection 
with the committee's ap- 
proval of the $600 request, an 
implication that is not true. 
Strictness was talked about 
concerning whether or not the 
Booster Club would spend the 
approved money on the ac- 
tivities which they said they 
would. It was not talked about 
in relation to the committee's 
scrutiny of the request. 
Thank you for allowing me 
the time and space to correct 
the record. 
Paul R. Manning 
Chairman,   SGA   Finance 
Committee 
Stay away from fire alarm 
To The Editor: 
Recently a verdict was 
handed down by the Lifestyle 
Board which I think students 
should be made aware of. A 
student was convicted of 
pulling a false fire alarm. As 
a resident and Resident Ad- 
visor of Hanson Hall, I have 
experienced several false 
alarms that were truly un- 
called for. 
Although the penalty in this 
case was very small, I think 
those who carry out such acts 
should, since most are college 
students, stop and think of the 
physical and psychological 
damage that could result. For 
example, most- of the 
residents of this hall do not 
evacuate the building during a 
fire alarm because of the 
large number of false alarms. 
Just think what would happen 
if there was a real fire! 
The city of Harrisonburg 
has a fine of $500 and a 
possible six months im- 
prisonment, so you might 
want to think about that the 
next time you come from the 
Elbow Room and consider 
pulling an alarm. 
Finally, if you are drunk 
and have nothing to do, go to 
sleep. Or if you really get 
your "kicks" pulling alarms, 
any number of people in the 
various mental health centers 
would be glad to help you. 
Joe Richmond 
WMR A programs 
To The Editor: 
Wanna hear a weird 
coincidence? WMR A doesn't 
play what most Madison 
students want to hear, so nvost 
Madison students don't listen 
to WMRA! 




To The Editor: 
For the benefit of the 
students, the faculty and all 
other followers of the men's 
varsity basketball team, I 
would like to inquire as to the 
reasoning behind the "stall 
tactics" imposed by the 
coaching staff. This "stall 
tactic" has been used in three 
(Continued on Page 5) 
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SideShow 
iiMiiiimii IHIIIIMIIHHIII 
LINDA and  BIFF,   portrayed   by   Christina 
Davis (left) and Cedric Guthrie  (right)  in 
Record review: 
Madison's   production   of   "Death   of   a 
Salesman." The Arthur Miller drama opens 
Thursday night.     Photo by Protor Harvty 
'God Save the Queen' 
By GREGORY BYRNE 
"A Night at the Opera" 
may not be Queen's best 
album, but it is certainly the 
most accessible and least 
bizarre offering the group has 
ever come up with. 
Apparently the British 
rockers were so thrilled at 
their first top-40 success 
"Killer Queen." from the 
"Sheer Heart Attack" album, 
that they decided to try for 
more AM airplay with this set 
of straight rock material. 
Queen has long been one of 
England's more glitter-prone 
rock acts, in the vein of Garry 
Glitter and Bowie. On 
"Opera." the songs-all group 
written as usual-are largely 
devoid of the old Queen glitter- 
stomp, save for some strange 
operatic doodling at the end of 
"Bohemian Rhapsody," a cut 
that's been getting strong FM 
play and some AM as well. 
The most appealing cut on 
the album is the pop rocker 
"You're My Best Friend," 
with its tight harmonies and 
catchy electric piano hook. 
Musically the album offers 
some surprises. '"39." a very 
strange song lyrically, is a 
country-folk tune sounding 
remarkably like the 1960's 
New Christy Minstrels. Two 
other songs. "Lazy on a 
Sunday Afternoon" and 
"Good Company" show the 
influence of the British Music 
Hall scene. 
There is. of course, the 
obligatory piano-ballad 
number a la "Nevermore" on 
"Queen II." This time out its 
"Love of My Life." a nice 
little number featuring harp 
by Brian May. 
Still present, though in 
smaller doses, is the over- 
traoked high harmonies that 
are the hallmark of the band. 
Here the harmonies are more 
reserved, making less bizarre 
melodic jumps and scats than 
in the past. Queen's harmony 
is unique in the rock world, 
different from both CSNY and 
the Hollies, the two other 
major proponents of complex 
vocal harmony. 
As usual. Freddie Mercury 
is in fine voice, especially on 
"Best Friend." and "Rhap- 
sody." Guitarist Brian May 
even lends a lead vocal on 
"'39." managing to sound 
somewhat like Paul Mc- 
Cartney. 
The group has always been 
proud of achieving its com- 
plex musical arrangements 
without use of electronic 
gimmickry.       ("No    Syn- 
thesizers" has appeared in the 
liner notes on all five albums). 
Brian May's overdubbed 
guitar is once again the 
musical mainstay of the 
group. May remains a highly 
underrated practitioner of 
hard rock guitar. 
There's no doubt about it- 
Quocn has moved into the 
mainstream of rock with this 
one. It's possible that this 
album will put the group into 
the spotlight, where it 
belongs. While their music is 
not exactly innovative it is 
certainly well above the 
garbage 9ti per cent of the 
rockers today shovel onto the 
public. 
As the musical finale on the 
album says. "God Save the 
Queen.*" 
Chorale will give concert 
The Madison College 
Chorale will present its annual 
home concert Sunday, Feb. 15 
at 3 p.m. in Wilson 
auditorium. This year's 
program serves as a prelude 
to a rather lengthy concert 
tour. 
The chorale will be per- 
forming in Waynesboro, Rich- 
mond, and the Tidewater 
area, including a performance 
in Williamsburg for the 
Southern Division of the 
American Choral Directors' 
Association. 
The chorale is one of two 
college choirs to represent 
Virginia^ at this state con- 
vocation. 
This year's program 
consists of both sacred and 
secular music, highlighted by 
the Brahms motet, "Grant 
unto me the joy of thy 
salvation," "Non vos 
relinquam" by William Byrd, 
Arts, People 
and Handel's laughing song, 
"Haste Thee nymph." 
In recognition of the 
Bicentennial American 
composers will be represented 
by such works as "The 142nd 
Psalm" by Julius Chajes, 
Aaron Copland's "Stomp You 
Foot" from his opera The 
Tenderland, "Serenity" and 
"Psalm 67" by Charles Ives, 
and "Song of the Open Road" 
by Norman Dello Joio. The 
program will conclude with 
several spirituals and folk 
songs. 
The chorale is under the 
direction of David A. Watkins, 
now in his seventh year with 
the group. Assisting Mr. 
Watkins will be Dr. Richard 
E. McPherson at the 
keyboard, and Mr. Kenneth 
Moulton featured on trumpet 
in the Dello Joio work. Both 
artists are also members of 
the Madisoninusic faeulty/- 
«  V ' 
Diamond dog Bowie 
learns new tricks 
By JIM DAWSON 
Bowie's latest album is 
introduced, appropriately 
enough, by a filtered audible 
train journey-which could be 
a symbol of the multi-faced 
artist's journey from one 
identity to yet another. After 
his sojourns into pop, glitter, 
heavy metal and soul, 
however, one can only wonder 
where the next temporary 
layover can possibly be. 
Commercially, Bowie has 
discarded his androgynous 
appearance and public image, 
or has at least traded it for the 
time being, to take on the airs 
of a 50's street tough, com- 
plete with a greased duck-tail 
and ever-present drooping 
cigarette. Even "Golden 
Years," the single from 
"Station to Station," has the 
unnerving quality of a golden 
oldie gone awry. 
Whether or not the move 
was made to make Bowie 
more acceptable to more 
people is something only 
Bowie ''would know. In in- 
terviews last year, however, 
Bowie speculated on 
becoming the "new Frank 
Sinatra"-an all-media man- 
and has spent most of his time 
since then living up to his 
claim. 
His first movie, "The Man 
Who Fell to Earth", is ready 
for spring release. He ap- 
peared on both the "Cher" 
and (oddly) "Soul Train" 
television shows. His first 
book, an autobiography titled 
' 'The Return of the Thin White 
Duke", is currently in 
preparation, and he has just 
started an international 
concert tour with the release 
of the new album. 
Whatever it is Bowie's 
aiming at, he's sure trying 
hard enough to get it. 
Reflecting the mind of its 
creator, "Station to Station" 
is a varied conglomeration of 
songs and styles which prove 
that David Bowie's flirt with R 
and B-Disco still remain. 
Mainly, though, this album is 
one of further ex- 
perimentation by the artist, 
. continuing in his apparent 
quest to try out every musical 
style ever devised and then 
some. 
The one song which most 
significantly shows a change 
in direction for the,4iing-of 
glitter is "Wild is theWnd," 
the only song in the set not 
written by Bowie. The song is 
a hauntingly tender love 
ballad, which tells a lover's 
sad devotion and pleading 
loyalty, amid a grippingly 
emotionl  background. 
Other cuts include "TV- 
CIS," which sounds like 
Bowie's answer to Leon 
Russell,  and   the  title  cut, 
which becomes (after several 
tempo-changes) a get-on- 
your-feet rock n' roller. In 
counterpoint, the song "Word 
on a Wing" is, literally, a 
questioning prayer set to 
music: 
"Lord, my prayer flies like a 
word on a wing. 
And  I'm  trying  hard  to  fit 
among 
Your scheme of thing- 
It's safer than our strange life, 
But I still care for myself, 
And I don't stand in my own 
light..." 







AFTER BASKETBALL GAME 
11 p.m. i75/ID 
iTrTTTf- •^ < > 
S 
Basketball 'stall tactics' 
(Continued, from Page 3) 
consecutive, games: Ran- 
dolph Ma con. Old Dominion 
and George Mason. In all 
three games, it was proven 
rather unsuccessful. 
A prime example was seen 
in the!>ld Dominion game. As 
Madison began to gain 
momentum and go up by six 
points, a. time-out was called 
by O.D.U. However, when the 
teams returned to the court, 
instead of continuing the 
momentum and attempting to 
increase the lead, Madison 
went into a "stall" with 12:48 
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remaining   in   the   game. 
Following two turnovers and 
approximately three minutes 
later,   the  score was  again 
tied. 
The purpose of this letter is 
not to take away from the 
effort put forth by the players, 
it was the most gallant effort 
seen in our team this year. 
A response will definitely 
answer a question among 
almost every follower of the 
"Dukes:" 
Chris Holloway 
HUGHES' PHARMACY, INC 
1021 South Main Street 
DIAL 434-8650 
PRESCRIPTIONS — FILM 
COSMETICS — STATIONERY 






THURSDAY, FEB. 19 8 P.M. 
TICKETS ON SALS NOW 
HSTIVAl SEATING      JS.SO      LIMITED ADVANCE 
SALEM CIVIC CENTER. ROBERTSON DRUG—LVNCHBURG. FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
CMRISTIANBURG. RADFCRO RECREATION KPT.. BOOTHS MAllAWJK & GIFT —VIN- 
TON. FARRARS DRUG- CLIFTON FORGE AND All USUAL OUTLETS. 
ORRIRBY MAIL NOW 
MARSHAU TUCKER BAND. C/O SALEM CIVIC CENTER. 
P.O. BOX BB6 SAIEM. VIRGINIA 24153 
CBtT«D C MECKS & MONEY ORDERS ONIY 
ENCLOSE SELF ADDRESSED STAMPED ENVELOPE 
CALL 3SS-93S7 FOR IfOWUTIOJI 
SALEM CIVIC CENTER 
Chrysalis extends deadline 
By SHARON BRILL 
"We can only be as good as 
what we have to work with," 
said Janice Coates, literary 
editor of the Chrysalis, 
Madison's annual literary 
magazine. 
According to Chrysalis 
editors and advisors, the 
magazine, now in its 20th 
year, is suffering from a lack 
of material and manpower. 
Submissions are so few that 
the staff has extended 
deadline to Feb. 17. 
Art adviser Steve Zapton 
said, "Most students at 
Madison are too lazy to want 
to participate in an activity 
that requires work on a high 
level." 
As a result, "it seems that 
three or four people are doing 
all of the work," said Theresa 
Adams, art editor. 
Zapton and Todd Zeiss are 
advisers and never help select 
the content or censor the 
magazine, but they do help 
with technical aspects of 
layout, she said. 
Graham's Shoe 
Service 
111 N. Liberty 
434-1026 
Heels While You 
Waif 
Men's & Women's 
Hiking Boots 
Hair Cutting A 
Specialiaty 
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• l50Student, Door   ; 
200 Adult o 
«— 
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* 275Door : 
Door Prize for Kids (12-under) Sit On The 
Bench With The'Skins! (Advance Sales Only)  g 
The Chrysalis is an effort to 
incorporate all of the fine arts. 
The purpose is to "to publish 
the best art and literature 
produced by the students on 
the Madison college campus," 
according to Zeiss. 
Among the types of work 
found in the Chrysalis are 
poems, short stories, informal 
essays, photographs, pain- 
tings,   musical   compositions 
and others. 
"We try to make the best 
reproductions of the originals 
possible and we try to return 
all entries in the same con- 
dition we received them in," 
said Adams. 
The Chrysalis is financed 
by the Student Activity Fund 
and is freelo all students. The 
staff has $6,000 to work with 
this year. 
Correction 
Madison's food services 
charges $5.50 a person, not $6 
for a meal consisting of an 
eight ounce steak, rolls, salad,' 
two vegetables, dessert and 
coffee or tea. 
In comparison with food 
facilities in the Harrisonburg 
area, which were cited in an 
article in the Feb. 10 issue of 
The Breeze, the food facilities 
here charge the least. 
In addition, bartenders and 
managers are required to be 
hired for an affair at the 
Shenandoah room and not 
chaperones. 
The Salads Are Home-Made 
Only At 
SPANK Y*S DELICA TESSEN 
AND CLUB ROOM 
60 W. Water 
Blue Ribbon Party Kegs 
Blue Ribbon 1 2/12Cans-Cold-$2.59 
Rolling Rock-V2ozCans-$1.39 
Rolling Rock 7oz-V2pk- $1.79 
Beautie Hotdogs-6fb. Box $5.25 
Gallo, Pink Chablis- Harty Burgandy- 
Chablis Blanc $1.39 
WERNERS? Boy*™ 
915 So. High St.  3 3k>cki South of Msifcw 






THURSDAY FEB. 19 
WCC BALLROOM 
8:30-1 lpm   SO'WAD 
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Honor Council seeks suspension rule change 
 ..~m»,  1   «..r»oV      ,iMM1Mii.k«,uh.ahi.(1, ..-.-.  •■ - "If you're caught cheating      academic     reputation     o By TIMOTHY  A. O'LEARY 
The Honor Council may do 
one of three things when it 
convicts a student of an honor 
code violation. The guilty 
party may receive a letter or 
reprimand, probation, or 
suspension. 
However, an Honor Council 
sentence of suspension can 
only come in the form of a 
recommendation. In this 
case, the student must be tried 
again before the judicial 
council. 
Jim Wulforst, president of 
the honor council, is now 
trying to have this rule 
changed and maintains that 
the council should be able to 
sustain suspensions. 
"Legally, the president of 
the coiiege is the only person 
who can suspend someone," 
said Bill Johnson, associate 
dean of students. "Therefore, 
they couldn't suspend 
someone if they wanted to or 
not." 
Johnson said that in the 
future the Judicial Council 
will not retry cases but will 
base its decision according to 
the Honor Council decision. 
Wulforst has also com- 
plained that the Honor Council 
is "very limited" in its 
punishments. 
"We're not working with 
enough penalties," he said. 
"What   else   can   we   do, 
though?" 
Johnson seems to concur. 
"We have suspended 
students this year for honor 
violations," he said. "But 
what we need is an in- 
termediate penalty between 
probation and suspension," 
although he feels that 
"suspension is justified when 
it serves as a deterrent." 
Both Wulforst and Johnson 
compared conditions at 
Madison to those at the 
University of Virginia. 
Chandler: a 'study'atmosphere 
By JOANN SULLIVAN 
"Everyone has the right to 
quiet," is the attitude of most 
students who live in Chandler 
Hall, according to resident 
Glenn Clark. 
"It's the kind of place a 
student wants to move into 
when they're serious about 
their studies," explained 
Susan T. Armstrong, assistant 
director of residence halls. 
Chandler Hall, which 
opened in the fa.ll of 1974, has a 
study atmosphere found in 
few other dormitories. During 
the week, quiet hours are 
enforced by residents from 7 
a.m. - 7 p.m. And although no 
specific grade point average 
is required to enter the dorm, 
students wishing to reside in 
the dormitory must sign a 
paper stating that they have 
read and will abide by the hall, 
constitution. 
The constitution stipulates 
that a person must have 28 
college credits to enter 
Chandler Hall, and must not 
have been found guilty of two 
minor violations and no major 
violations. 
The Chandler Review • 
Board, which is composed of 
Chandler residents, can vo?e 
to recommend the expulsion 
of a resident. Anyone who 
makes excessive noise is 
given a warning by the board, 
in addition to two warnings 
from an offended student and 
an incident report by the hall 
resident advisor. The board 
can also strongly recommend 
the expulsion of any resident 
who is found guilty of one 
major or two minor violations. 
The board, which has not 
met this year, must vote 
unanimously in favor of 
asking a person to leave. 
"Behavior has not really 
been a problem here," said 
Armstrong. 
The dorm overlooks 
Newman Lake and has 
numerous single apartments. 
Each wing has study lounges 
for resident use, giving each 
floor four study lounges. 
If 'r ca t ti  
there you're expelled from 
school. At Madison you're 
given a second chance," said 
Wulforst. 
Johnson said that UVa. 
gives a student found guilty of 
cheating 24 hours to get out of 
school. 
"They only have one 
penalty over there - and 
that's expulsion," he said. 
Wulforst expressed the 
belief that both students and 
faculty at Madison were 
taking greater measures to 
see cheating halted. 
"In the past, most people 
just got off with a slap on the 
wrist. This year one teacher 
brought two solid cases 
against students to the Honor 
Council. Both students were 
found guilty as charged and 
the penalty was suspension. 
As a result we've got more 
teachers bringing students in 
because they know their time 
won't be wasted." 
Johnson was asked what 
part the Honor Council could 
play    in    increasing    the 
acade ic of 
Madison. 
"Strong penalties for 
cheating will increase the 
academic reputation of 
Madison among its own 
students." 
Johnson said it was up to 
Madison graduates to im- 
prove the reputation of 
Madison before the rest of the 
world. 
"In the end, graduating 
students are going to have to 
perform some service 
adequately. If they've been 
cheating their way through 
school, it will reflect on 
Madison. I think this will 
determine if this is an ex- 
cellent academic institution or 
not." 
Johnson cited a "better 
orientation system among 
incoming students" as a way 
to improve the school and halt 
cheating. 
"Nothing in our society 
works unless people believe in 
it. I think we wouldn't even 
need an honor system if they 
wanted to stop cheating." 
JOBS ON SHIPS! American 
Foreign. No experience 
required. Excellent pay. 
Worldwide travel. Summer! 
job career. Send $3.00 foi 
information. SEAFAX, Dept 
K-I7 Box 2049, Port Angeles, 
[Washington 98362 
Golden China Restaurant 
, 
30W. Water St. 
Lunch   -   Dinner 
SPECIAL LUNCHEON 
Man. -Sat.      11:00- 3:00P. M. 
Open 7 days 
Mon.- fhurs. & Sun. - 11 A. M. to 1030 P. M. 
Fri.. Sat. - 11 A. M. to 11:30 P. M. 




I        28S8S»Sw 
BENEFITS 
1   $2800.00 for you while in school. 
2. Qualification for an $11,000.00 a year job. 
3. Learn Leadership Skills for which any 
employer pays more. 
4. Membership in an on-going social group 
of Madison College students. 
5. Pilot/Parachutist training. 
6. Adventure training. 
7. Full scholarships available including 














1. Have 4 semesters remaining in 
College, including graduate study. 
™ 2. Have a XC or better average. 
3. Be In good physical condition. 
4. Be willing to spend a minimum of 














Dainty and beautiful 
with hand engraved 
design. A choice gift for 
the girl you love. Gift 
boxed. 
12 Kt. gold filled 
Cross or Locket and Chain $7.50 
CWWr 
Theatre tickets 
Madison College Theatre 
will present Arthur Miller's 
"Death of a Salesman" Feb. 
19. 20, 21. 26. 27, and 28 in the 
Latimer-Shaeffer Theater of 
the Duke Fine Arts Center. 
Admission is $2.50 for adults, 
$1.50 for Madison students. 
Beginning Feb.' 11, tickets 
may be purchased in the post 
office lobby of the Warren 
Campus Center (11 a.m. - 2 
p.m. daily) and reservations 
may be made between noon 
and 5 p.m. by calling 433-6260. 
Curtain time is 8 p.m. 
Dorm space open 
Off-campus u n - 
dorgraduates taking 12 or 
more hours -- we have 
residence hall space for oc- 
cupancy now. If you move on 
now. you will be assured of a 
room next semester. For 
further information, come by 
Alumni Hall 101. 
Decal refunds 
Commuters are eligible to 
receive refunds for their 
parking decals if they join a 
car pool service sponsored by 
the Commuter Concerns 
Center. 
MmCTfe 
THREE NEW FEATURES 




MID STATION ON 




TUES, WED, THUR, 
FRI, AND SAT 
SKI RATE CHANGE 
Adults on Weekends, Holidays (all day) $11.00 
(All other rates in 1975-76 brochure 
are as published. Send for a copy.) 
(703)289-2121 
US Route 33.10 miles east of Harrisonburg. Va- 
24-HOUR SNO-INFO 289-2181 
Children \s theatre 
"Skiddadle Tales" will be 
presented by the Children's 
Theatre in Wampler Ex- 
perimental Theatre the 
following dates and times: 
Feb. 13,8 p.m.; Feb. 14 and 15, 
2 p.m.; Feb. 16 and 17, 4 p.m. 
and Feb. 18, 7 p.m. 
Admission is 50 cents for 
children under 12 and $1 for 
adults. 
Radio practicum 
A mandatory meeting of 
the two radio practicums, 
Comm 260, sect. 001, and 
Comm 360, sect. 001, will be 
held Tuesday, Feb. 17, at 6:30 
p.m. in Room 14 Burruss Hall 
for all students enrolled in 
these courses. 
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School seeks ways 
to save on energy 
By FRANK RATHBUN 
About one million dollars 
was spent for oil, electricity 
and water last year at 
Madison, and a conservation 
committee here wants to 
prevent this figure from 
becoming higher. 
The committee is currently 
searching for ways to "reduce 
overall energy consumption 
and cost," according to 
Chairman Robert Campbell, 
general services supervisor. 
Steps are now being taken to 
reduce light levels and' 
generate an interest in car 
pooling. Granting special 
parking privileges to car 




TICIPANTS OF THE NEW 
YEAR'S HAWAII TRIP! If 
you have any questions or 
complaints, or would like a 
refund for the unused portion 
of your meal ticket, please 
contact Allen at Box 2158 or 
phone 434-9592 after 3 PM. 
FOR RENT: Deluxe Double 
Bedroom to either two boys or 
two girls. Six blocks from 
college on Campbell St. Call 
434-8976 for appointment. 
Need your income tax returns 
done for you-Cheap.   $5.00. 





contact me before you make 
any commitments or plans for 
this trip. I have some very 
useful and interesting in- 
formation for you. Address to 
Allen, Box 2158 or phone 434- 
9592 after 3 PM. 
TENNIS INSTRUCTORS 
WANTED - for Spring or 
Summer; Need good 
background in playing and 
teaching. Good to excellent 
salary. Call WASHINGTON 




* The Men's Den • 
Special Section For Mens Haircuts And Styling 
Specializing In All PhasesJJf Haircare 
For Men And Women 
f     All Our Girls Are Trained In Quiclt Service 
Boyd's Hairdressers 






Fun Clothes For All Occasions^ 
^»^V^^V»^>^^^^^^^A^^^^^^^^^^» 
^Tl ^^ »OOy S. Mam 
I lOr SANDWICH SHOPPE 
(•IMC of dej; CfOUS 
-tUe, Tittttft ingredients 
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A study of all buildings on 
campus will be made in the 
future to determine how much 
electrical, heat and air con- 
ditioning cost can be saved, 
said Campbell. 
Many people leave their 
rooms without closing win- 
dows or turning off lights, 
Campbell said. "These are 
common sense things, but 
people fail to do them." 
To reach the goal of at least 
a minimum 10 per cent 
reduction in energy cost "we 
will need the cooperation of all 
the college community," 
Campbell said. "We'd be 
tickled to death," he said with 
a 20 per cent reduction in 
energy cost. He added that a 
25 per cent reduction is not 
unrealistic. 
The difficulty of calling 
attention to the problem of 
energy waste seems to be the 
most formidable problem 
facing the conservation 
committee. "People need to 
be aware of the problem," 
Campbell said. 
Members of the committee 
have visited VPI, and plan to 
visit other schools to observe 
successful conservation 
programs, Campbell said. 
Campbell pointed out that 
energy reduction "is a very 
slow process." However, he is 
optimistic that the college can 
cut down on energy con- 
sumption, in the future. 
Suggestions. on this matter 
can be mailed to the con- 
servation commjttee, said 
Campbell. 
_Poems sought 
The American Poetry 
Press is now accepting sub- 
missions for its upcoming 
edition of The Anthology of 
New American Poetry. It is 
seeking poems which have an 
emphasis on regionalism, in 
theme or subject matter. 
There is no charge for 
publication and all poems 
must be enclosed with a self 
addressed stamped envelope 
if a reply is desired. Poems 
may   be   sent   to   John 
Nichols, managing editor 
American Poetry Press, 1001 
West Main St., Millville, N.J., 
08332.        _^___— 
Custom Frames 
Gerome Gallery 
61 E. E Eliz. St. 
(across from 
♦   PostOfftce) 
ScWilj 4 Stroks 
A/Ire, 
Qrtcic NITC 
.T.I-'"*^"*   ■•«■ • --^>---iWJ afufctJ_» 
Michel ok 
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Students express   booster support 
Question: What do you 
think of the booster club? 
Vikki Burchett: "I think 
it's a fair and a worthwhile 
organization. I don't know 
that much about it." 
Bob \l of fat: 'if they 
(Booster Club) are going to 
get the money they should 
state what they intend to use it 
for. It should be something 
worthwhile." 
Kim McManus Jacki Lawrence 
Jacki Lawrence: "I think 
the cause is good but I think 
they should become more 
organized. I think they really 
did a lot in generating a lot of 
spirit." 
Kim McManus: "1 think 
it's a good idea to get students 
involved and help support the 
basketball team. I can think 
of more things they can do 
with $600 than buy more white 
hats." 
Suzanne Shumate: "I think 
it's good for the Booster Club 
to use the money for chartered 
buses." 
Dave Thompson: "No I 
don't think it's fair they have 
reduced beer prices. I don't 
like the idea about roped off 
sections. I think some 
guidelines should be set up." 
Brenda Carr: "When John 
Lounsbury got everything 
going with the hats and the get 
together in the Campus Center 
it did more for enthusiasm of 
the students at basketball 
games. I think that students 
want Madison to be on the 
map so when they go 
someplace they can say 'I go 
to Madison College and we 




Michael Dewitt and 
Michael Szymanski were 
elected commuter senators 
during a Feb. 2 meeting of the 
Commuter Students' Com- 
mittee (CSC). 
The senators were chosen 
from a group of three can- 
didates who were interviewed 
by committee members. 
They will replace Jim 
Erickson and Jay Nedry who 
formerly served as senators to 
the student government 
association (SGA). 
In other business, it was 
announced that the commuter 
newsletter will be issued 
within the next two weeks, and 
3.000 copies will be sent to 
commuter students via the 
campus mail. In addition, 
CSC expects to establish an 
office in Alumni Hall. 
Brenda Carr 
T        GITCHEITS 
Camera Shop Portrait Studio 
Complete Camera Supplies 
20%Discount to all Madison Students 
'     1 Day Color and B&W 
Finishing on Kodak Film 
79 E. Market St. Q    _Q 
\ Harrisonburo, 434-5314     ^ 
SHENANDOAH OUTFITTERS 
55 W. ELIZABETH ST.  434-5601 
******************************************* 
1 MADISON CAMPUS PROGRAM BOARD 
PRESENTS 
28thANNUAL COLLEGE WEEK 
IN 
BERMUDA MARCH en 
INFORMATION : 
TRAVEL COUNSELLORS 434-1796 
DAN WOOD 433-6254 
JERRY WEAVER 433-6217 
^2oV»UU   Air/Rooms/Meals 









$312.20 Per Person 
$50 Dollars Deposit Due Jmmediatly * 
Balance Due Feb 15,1976     | 
* 
TRIP INCLUDES 
Roundtrip Air Transportation Via Eastern Baltimore, Depart 
& Retrun 
Roundtrip Transfers Between Airport & Motel 
Delux Accomadations (Quad Rooms) 




|Open To Current Students,Faculty,And Employees} 
^*********^*****************************^^^^^^^***********************^^*jK^*j(:* 
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The Institute for 
Socioeconomic Studies of 
White Plains, NY. is offering 
$2,500 in cash plus a travel or 
study grant of an additional 
$2,500 for the best 10,000-word 
paper on income Sup- 
plementation--A Solution, to 
America's Welfare Crisis." 
Both the first prize and a 
second prize of $1,000 will be 
awarded  at  a   Washington, 
D.C. symposium that the 
Institue is organizing from 
congressional and ad- 
ministration leaders working 
on the welfare reform issue. 
Complete information about 
the essay contest is available 
in a rules folder available free 
from the Institute for 
Socioeconomic Studies, 




travel counsellor*, Inc. 
AUTHORIZED AGENT FOR ALL MAJOR AIRLINES, 
STEAMSHIP LINES, TRAIN AND TOUR COMPANIES 
Call us for All Your Travel Needs 434-1786 
    17V4 S. Main St.    H'burf § 
UNTJSUAL AAERCHANDlSr 
It's Harrisonburg sMost UnususlStom 
GLEN'S FAIR 
PRICE STORE 
187 N. MAIN ST. 




95 S. MAIN ST. 
GIFTS OF DETDJCTION 
Home Owned. Stores With 
Friendly People To Serve 




Your Gift Headquarters 
Diamonds-Silver-Pewter-Gifts 




12 to 5pm 
Every Monday Night! 
Served from 5 to 7pm only  . 
ALL THE 
SPAGHETTI YOU CAN EAT 
ONLY Per Person 
Includes Salad, 
gk^ Garlic Bread. 
IC  ^j (Beverage Extra) 
*K     y YES, eat all the 
«■■ delicious spaghetti 
you can hold. 
Its been famous in Charlottesville 
for years and we're now pleased 
to offer it here! 
THE 
LIBRARY NORTH 
Next To Pizza Hut 
At C/over/eaf Shopping Center 
Checks Accepted With Proper ID's 
Granting TKE variance 
Continued from page 1 
fraternity and sorority houses be based on the 
floor area and facilities of a structure rather 
than the number of its occupants. 
The building officials could then determine 
the amount of living space an individual needs 
for comfortable habitation and occupancy 
numbers could be determined by that figure. 
Adopting this definition would accrue three 
positive effects. 
First, it would limit the number of residents 
in a structure to a safe occupancy number 
rather than limiting them to an abritary figure 
of six or 10 depending on the zone in which they 
are located. The present proposals merely 
limit the numbber of residents and do not 
quarantee the safety of the occupancy. 
Second, this definition would help retain the 
residential character of Harrisonburg neigh- 
borhoods by enforcing realistic occupancy 
limits on boarding, rooming fraternity and 
sorority houses. 
Finally, and most important, this definition 
offers solutions that meet the needs of both the 
college and community and can be enforced 
without violation of the letter and spirit of the 
new ordinances. 
SGA votes boosters money 
Continued from page 1 
buses to the George Mason 
University and Roanoke 
College basketball games. 
The SGA will pay for half the 
transportation cost to the 
games which will amount to 
approximately $90 per bus. 
The number of buses char- 
tered will depend on student 
demand, Lounsbury said. 
In other business, the 
student services committee 
reported that the campus 
police does not have a 
designated weekend parking 
policy. Sen. Mike Anestos 
(Weaver) stated the increased 
number of weekend parking- 
tickets last month was due, in 
part, to the crackdown by the 
Harrisonburg Fire Marshal on 
those parked cars which could 
be obstacles to fire trucks. He 
added that security has "been 
cracking down because the 
fire marshall has been 
cracking down on them." 
In other action, the SGA 
accepted the resignations of 
Tim Murnane (off campus), 
senate chairman pro tempore, 
>A*W^/SAi%V^ ^^^^^^^S^^^^^^* 
NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA! 
VINNY'S PLACE 
Corner of Liberty & Water 
Dining Room SCarryoutService 
Catering!   Dining Room Available 
For All Occasions 
Carryout 434-fcl 74 
Hours: Mon-Uiurs 11 -VI Fri-Sat 11 -12 
XXM. Tmrrooc 
Colonial tlouse Of HairStyling 
1433 S. Main St. H'burg 
WE ARE LOOKING FOR HEADS THAT 
NEED OUR EXPERT ATTENTION 
We Have u Hair Dressers To Serve You 
VISIT US FOR ALL PHASES OF BEAUTY 
Try The Natural Look 433-1588 
J, 








College ID Required 
Expires Feb. 20 1976 
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and Joseph Grandstaff 
(Sheldon). Sen. Mike Anestos 
was elected the new chairman 
pro tempore.Proposals sent to 
committee included: 
-$500 be appropriated to 
Inter-Hall Council 
-Money be appropriated or 
Chandler Hall be reimbursed 
for the purchase of fire ex- 
tinguishers. 
-SGA sponsor the 
progressive jazz group 
"Ensemble of Tomorrow" for 
its April 17 performance at the 
Warren Campus Center. 
Debate goes 
to    rounds 
The varsity debate team of 
Linda Jones and C Arthur 
VanLear qualified for the 
elimination rounds at a 
tournament held at the United 
States Naval Academy last 
weekend, and Patrick Fit- 
zgerald was named ninth 
speaker at the tournament. 
The Jones - VanLear team 
was defeated in the octo-final 
rounds by a team from 
Central Michigan University. 
At the same tournament 
the varsity team of Renee 
Wengef and Patrick Fit- 
zgerald complied a 4-4 record 
in the preliminary rounds of 
debate. 
Another varsity unit 
comprised of Janice Mottley 
and Bill Mitchell won four of 
their eight preliminary debate 
rounds at a tournament held 
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Good Food 
Entertainment 
Sun., Man.. Tues Nitrht 
434-9347 
r~ *^^*« uwwk 
Valley Lanes 
Bowling 




14      Miles      South of 
Harrisonburg, Va. on 
Route 11 So. 
Students showing I.D. 
Every  Wednesday  &Thur 
sday night after 9:00 
Bowl for only $.50 a game. 
Call 434-8721   \ 
Harrisonburg 
T~r.-T 
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Books: 
'Give' goes inside 
By ROGER WELLS 
rock 
"Give: Inside the Record 
Business" by Clive Davis with 
James Willworth. Ballantine 
Books. 346 pages, photos. 
When Clive Davis was fired 
from his job at Columbia 
Records in 1973, he left behind 
one of the most powerful and 
influential corporations in the 
record industry. Now the 
story is told of how Davis was 
able to turn a run-of-the-mill 
record company into a trend- 
setting enterprise for such 
diverse artists as Donovan, 
Streisand, and Horowitz. 
This is Davis' story of how 
a dissolved group named 
"Simon and Garfunkel" were 
rescued by a Boston DJ a year 
after they had abandoned 
hope of becoming a success in 
the music business. Davis 
also tells us how a musician 
named Dylan became a 
superstar even before he was 
able to produce high selling 
albums.   . 
This book is full of such 
gems. As President of 
Columbia. Davis personally 
worked to sign and produce 
artists such as Joplin, 
Chicago.   Santana,   Bruce 
Springsteen, and Sly. This is 
their story as much as his, for 
without the business 
organization behind the 
record label none of these ' 
artists might have risen to 
national prominence. 
And Davis discusses fully 
and frankly the corporation 
involvement in the careers of 
these musicians. We share 
with him the joys and agonies 
of being involved in a business 
where one day you talk to 
Dylan and discover 
Springsteen, and the next 
you're on the streets, fired as 
a result of corporate politics. 
Music fans, rock fans in 
particular, owe a lot to Clive 
Davis. He brought us some of 
the finest music heard, and 
now. a book that tells how it 
was all done. 
It is must reading for 
anyone who wishes to un- 
derstand the rise of the rock-n- 
roll phenomenon which so 
greatly changed our national 
perspective. 
Bowie's brand new tricks 
Continued from page 4 
Taken as-«rwhole, "Station 
to Station'' is an almost en- 
tirely new avenue in Bowie's 
ever-transient career - yet 
one which, at times, leaves a 
feeling of incompleteness and 
unfulfillment. Some sections 
have the uncomfortable effect 
of sounding like backup in- 
struments being played by 
programmed computers, 
there's so little interaction. In 
others, the backgrounds are 
as tight and forceful as in 
previous albums, but in 
strange (and not necessarily 
bad) new variations-the old 
Bowie metamorphosed into a 
different kind of im- 
pressiveness. 
Then again, if "Station" 
wasn't a change, it wouldn't 
be Bowie. With each suc- 
cessive effort, he dons a new 
personality as an actor dons 
whiteface: in time, it becomes 
increasingly difficult to tell 
the player from his 
miscellaneous roles. Whether 
David Bowie has ever shown 
us his true artistic per- 
sonality, or ever will, is his 
secret-all we have to do is 
enjoy each characterization 
while it lasts. 
R*?" 
RESTAURANT 
350 Waterman Drive 
Harrisonburg, Va. 22801 
Telephone 
703: 433-1001 
The Finest In 
Steaks - Seafood 
Bar-B-Q Our Specialty 
Featuring Entertainment 
Tues-Sat 9:00pm - 1:30am 
In The 
QVARTERBACKLOUNGE 
Must Be 21 Yea* Of    Age After 9:00 p.m.  
ATTENTION 
ALL NEW SPRING 
AND SUMMER 
SHIRTS & TOPS 
Lee & Wrangler 
Straight Leg Jeans 
Lee & Wrangler 
PrewashedJeans 
Male PrewashedJeans 
NEW SHIPMENT OF SPRING 
LEATHER JACKETS FROM 5995 
THE BODY SHOP 
66 E. Market St. 
Burger Chef 
SOS N. MMM St 
A JM for Kvryim* 
MID-WAY ARCO GROCERY 
All Types of Snacks 
Cold Cuts Beer        Soft Drinks 
One Block So. of Campus 
on Main St. 
Fri. - Sun. 7:30-10:30 
Mon - Thur. 7:30 - 10:00 
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Want NCAA playoff bid: 
Dukes host Florida State 
DAVE CORRELL reaches to grab the ball in Madison.s 
Tuesday night win over Hampden Sydney. The Dukes, who 
took control of the game in the second half, won easily 77-58. 
(Starling photo) 
Preceeds men's game: 
By WADE STARLING 
Madison College's 
basketball team, after 
crushing Hampden-Sydney 
College 77-58 Tuesday night, 
will face powerful Division I 
Florida State University 
tomorrow night in Godwin 
Hall. 
Florida State, which was 
defeated by UCLA in the finals 
of the 1973 NCAA Cham- 
pionships, should be, as coach 
Lou Campanelli said, "the 
best basketball team to ever 
play in Godwin Hall." 
The Seminoles front line of 
6'8", 215 lb. David Thompson, 
6'9", 225 lb. Greg Gady, and 
6'7", 220 lb. Harry Davis is the 
biggest that the Dukes will 
face all season. , Campanelli 
Duchesses face Maryland 
By DAVE LUCAS 
The Madison College 
women's basketball team will 
meet the University of 
Maryland Saturday, 
preceding the Duke's game 
against Florida State. Tip-off 
will be at 6:30 p.m. 
"This will be a big game for 
us, as it will be the first time 
this season that we will have 
played a doubleheader with 
the men's team," commented 
Coach Betty Jaynes, "and we 
will   be   expecting   a   big 
crowd." 
Maryland brings a 9-1 
record into the game and the 
Duchesses had a record of 11-3 
going into Thursday night's 
game with Mary Baldwin. 
Madison and Maryland have 
played five common op- 
ponents1. Both teams have 
won those five games. 
The Duchesses won easily 
Tuesday night  in  defeating 
Eastern Mennonite College 77 
-43. ^ 
Madison trailed only 
briefly in the first half as they 
fell behind 4-3 with three 
minutes gone in the first half. 
But, the Duchesses came on 
strong in the next ten minutes 
and led 23-13. Madison kept a 
lead of anywhere from 10 to 15 
points the remainder of the 
half and went to the dressing 
room with a 38-25 lead. 
Continued on page 12 
noted that Madison will have 
an "extremely tough time on 
the boards." 
Memphis State, which 
downed Madison 104-80 earlier 
this season, was routed by 
FSU 100-79 at Florida State. 
The Dukes started out slow 
against Hampden-Sydney. 
They opened in a full court 
press, with freshman Jack 
Railey starting in place of 
David Correll. 
"We wanted to start the 
press," explained Cam- 
panelli, "and David couldn't 
play a forward like Ed 
Tiernan." 
But the press could not 
shake the Tigers, and with 
about four minutes gone, 
Correll was brought in. 
Madison still could not take 
substantial lead. They were 
playing good defense, but 
were getting few offensive 
rebounds, getting just one 
shot, Madison only led at 
halftime, 30-28. 
The second half was a 
completely different story. 
Roger Hughett, again 
starting for the injured 
Sherman Dillard, hit a jumper 
to open up the half, and the 
Dukes went on to build a nine 
point lead, 38-29. 
With about five minutes left 
in the game, and Madison 
ahead, 65-50, the Dukes went 
into their tease offense. The 
Tigers   quickly   forced   two 
turnovers, but Madison was 
able to control the ball from 
then on. They were able to 
work the ball around, and go 
inside to Dave Correll and Pat 
Dosh for easy lay-ups. 
A jubilant Campanelli was 
extremely pleased after the 
game. 
"We had a super second 
half," he said. "We hit the 
boards well, shot well, and 
playeAgood defense." 
UPfing the team were 
forwards Dosh and Correll. 
Dosh finished with 23 points, 
and Correll with 24 points, 20 
in the second half. Correll 
pulled in 14 rebounds, and 
Dosh 10. Dosh also passed for 
seven assists. 
"Dosh was absolutely 
super," said Campanelli. "It 
was Dosh's best game of his 
career." 
"Correll also had a great 
game," Campanelli said. 
Sherman Dillard will 
probably not be playing again 
tomorrow night, according to 
Campanelli. This will hurt 
because they will be lacking 
the 18 to 20 foot jumpers which 
Dillard consistent^ hits 
Where as Hughett has been 
doing a very good job 
replacing Dillard, he still is 
not as consistent 
The win upped Madison's 
record to 15-5, and was a big 
win on their way to an NCAA 
post-season berth. 
Baseball team anticipates 'great ■season 
By PAUL MCFARLANE 
The Madison College baseball team, which 
lost the state championship last year to Lyn- 
chburg College, by one run is looking forward 
to this season with great anticipation. 
Head coach Brad Babcock points out that 
the team lost no one through graduation, and 
are fielding two All-Americans, Jim Barbe and 
Todd Winterfieldt. 
Barbe, a junior, led the nation's Division II 
teams in home runs last year with 12. He led 
the team in batting with a .414 average, and 
was second in the nation in RBIs averaging 
1.77 runs batted in per game. Barbe will move 
from last year's position of shortstop to play 
third base this season. 
Madison's other Ail-American is Win- 
terfieldt, a sophomore centerfielder, led the 
Dukes with seven triples, and was second to 
Barbe in batting and RBIs . He hit .403 and 
averaged 1.17 RBIs per game. 
Todd feels that he can't expect another year 
like last year, but is setting his goals "to hit 
over .400, and match last season as best I can." 
Bill Sample, who was slowed by a back 
injury last season, will add an enormous punch 
to the Madison attack. Sample is expected to 
be drafted by the pros in June, and "should go 
in the first three rounds, at least," adds 
Babcock. He can run extremely well and hits 
with consistency, and also has an optimistic 
view of the season. 
"With a little luck," begins Bill, "and a 
break here or there, we should get at least a 
regional bid." 
The pitching staff, which Babcock sights as 
one of the team's strengths, is led by three left- 
handers, all of whom were in the top eight in 
the nation in strikeouts last year as freshmen. 
Tim Semones was the team leader averaging 
12.1 strikeouts per game. Mike Naff was 
second with an average 11.5 strikeouts a game, 
and Dennis Mead was right behind Naff with 
an 11.3 average. Combined with those three 
were right-handers Jeff Moore, reliever Bruce 
Hecker, and Carl Zerambo. The sue placed 
Madison seventh in Division n with a 2.44 team 
earned run average. 
'This is the year 
Most of the team's players sight hitting as 
the team's strength. As Sample put it, "If I 
were a pitcher, I'd sure hate to face Madison" 
The Dukes were the only team in Division II 
last year to finish in the top seven in both team 
hitting and pitching. Aside from ranking in 
team ERA, Madison compiled a .336 team 
batting average-good enough for fourth place 
among the Division II teams. 
The designated hitter this year for the 
Dukes will be Joe Decroce. Joe batted .387, 
and was third on the team in that department. 
Mike Lacasse will play first base, moving 
over from his third base position of a year ago,, 
Mike led the Dukes in doubles with 12, and.was 
ranked eighth in the country in that category. 
Sample, when not playing left field, will play 
second base, splitting time with last year's 
starter Vic Cicchino. Roger Lee will start in 
right field, and David Showalter, at 6*2" lbs., 
will be Madison's catcher. Gary Ferrari will 
be used at a reserve outfielder, and Kevin 
Buckman will be Madison's utility player. 
There are three freshmen on the club this 
year; Barry Nelson, John Bowers, and J.W. 
Mitchell. Mitchell, from Patrick Henry H.S. in 
Ashland, Va., will be the starting shortstop. 
Mitchell feels that he "can contribute to the 
club." Bowers is from Williamsport H.S. in 
Hagerstown, Md. A right-handed pitcher, he is 
very optimistic. "It's too early to tell whether 
or not I'll start," he said, "but I'm looking 
more towards relief work." 
"We play the toughest schedule of any in- 
tercollegiate team at Madison. Of the 36 
games we play, over half of them we play 
against University division teams," noted 
Babcock. 
Madison opens its season in the South, 
playing everyday from March 6th to March 
14th. Among the competition on that trip is last 
year's second-ranked Division I team South 
Carolina, who, incidentally, is coached by ex- 
Yankee great Bobby Richardson. 
Clemson, the fifth-ranked team, will also 
face the Dukes on the trip. Madison plays 
Furman on March 12th, Wake Forest on the 
13th and then again on the 14th. 
The Duke's first home game is March 20th, 
when Lock Haven comes to Long Field. 
Practice began early in January, and 
moved outside to work out on the Turf the first 
week of February. 
This early in the season, Babcock didn't 
want to be too definite about the team's up- 
coming season, but did mention that the team's 
goal is a post serfson playoff berth. 
Many players feel that this is the season that 
Madison, in Winterfieldt's words, "gets the 
national bid (to the NCAA playoffs) and makes 
a name for Madison baseball." 
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Women gymnastics team off to great start 
The Madison College 
women's gymnastics team is 
off to its best start. 
The women's 13-member 
squad includes five returning 
gymnasts from last season's 
■1-0 team, while the men have 
two gymnasts returning from 
a team that has yet to win an 
\l<n*s team loges: 
intercollegiate meet. 
Among the top women 
gymnasts returning for 
Madison are sophomores 
Miriam   Allen  and Cheryl 
Flory.   Allen, an Alexandria. 
Va.. native, competes in three 
events (uneven parallelbars, 
vaulting and balance beam) 
while Flory. from Nokesville. 
Va.. is. a balance' beam 
specialist. 
Others returning to the 
Madison team this season 
include junior Krista Carter 
(floor exercise) of Lprton, 
Va.. sophomore Mary Cree 
(bars) of Newport News. Va.. 
Women down Frostburg State 
The undefeated Madison 
College women's gymnastics 
team defeated Frostburg 
State 75.95 to 54.10, but- the 
Madison men's team lost to 
Frostburg State 141.50 to 63.60 
at Madison's Godwin Hall. 
Duchesses 
face Uerps 
(Continued from Page 11) 
Katherine Johnson, Pat 
Reynolds, and Bette Notaro 
hit the first three shots for 
Madison in the second half 
and Madison stretched its lead 
to 19 at 44-25. The Duchesses 
went cold in the next five 
minutes with Johnson the only 
Madison player to score. 
The Royals closed the gap 
to ten, 46-36. 
Notaro hit a free throw, and 
Kathy Peter scored a three 
point play and the Duchesses 
took control. Madison held a 
14 point lead as Johnson stole 
the ball twice within a minute 
and scored on layups. 
The Royals scored only on a 
free throw in the next five 
minutes and the Duchesses 












Permanent registration, loss 
protection, perfect quality 
assured by Keepsake. 
Kpepsakef 
Rrfiatmd Diamond Hint? 
David B. 
Garber 
Madison's women gym- 
nasts won all four events 
against Frostburg. 
Cindy Mallonee (vault), 
Annette Owens (free exer- 
cise), Cheryle Flory (balance 
beam) and Sharon Liskey 
(uneven parallel bars) were 
individual winners for the 
Duchesses who are now 3-0. 
Frostburg's Alice Alpert 
won the all-around com- 
petition and Madison's Shelly 
Manning was second. 
In the men's competition, 
Madison's Ron Ferris won 
both the floor exercise and the 
vaulting competition, while 
Frostburg's Wes McCloskey 
won the pommel horse, the 
parallel bars and the high bar. 
Wrestling 
Meeting for Intramural 
Wrestling will be February 16, 
1976, in Godwin 343 at 7:00 
McCloskey also won the all- 
around competition with 
Ferris finishing second. 
Frostburg's Ralph Ransone 
finished first in the rings 
competition. 
The Madison men's team is 
now 0-2. 
Dukes lose 
Madison College's shuttle 
hurdle relay team finished 
first and established a new 
school indoor record at the 
V.M.I. Winter Relays last 
weekend. The Madison team 
of Keith Pope, Jeff Artis, 
Jerome Davis and Jerry 
Cutright won the shuttle 
hurdle relay with a time of 
30.6 seconds. 
Gilbert Bland set a new 
Madison indoor record in the 
triple jump by covering 45' 
W and Floyd Young 
established a new school in- 
> 1100 W 110.000 T.U. Huk R 
door record in the long jump 
with a leap Of 21' 9%". 
jHouse Of Beauty, Inc.* 
* Hairstyling and $ 
* Merle Norman Cosmetics   $ 
^Home of the Free Hour of Beauty* 
.o. -.ooo 765£.Market St.  * 
* 434-4892 Harrisonburg, Va.J 
*************************** 
(ABOUT D.D.P.) 
I'm the guy who didn't marry "Pretty" Pamela Brown. 
I Educated, well intentioned good girl in our town. 
1 wonder where I'd be today if she had loved me still. 
.Probably be driven' kids to school! 
' I guess I owe Hall to Pamela Brown. 
All of my good times, and all my roamin' around. 
) One of these days 1 may be in your town. 
»And I guess I'd owe it all to Pa mela Brown. 
)l've seen the lights of cities and I've been inside their doorsj 
t Sailed to foreign countries and walked upon their shores. 
. I guess the guy she married was the best part of my luck. 
' She dug him 'cuzz he drove a pickup truck! 
►Now I don't have totell you just how beautiful she was. 
tKverything it takes to get a guy like me in love. 
[l sure hope that she's happy because she sure deserves to be* 
. Especially for what she did to me. 
I And I guess I owe it all to Pamela Brown.... 
.Lincoln Nebraska 
paid advertisement 
and Carla Walters (floor 
exercise, bars, vaulting* of 
Roanoke. Va.     s 
Eight freshmen have joined 
the Duchesses for the 1976 
season, including Sharon 
Liskey of Harrisonburg. Va., 
who specializes in the uneven 
parallel bars, and Cynthia 
Mallonee of Alexandria, Va. 
Mallonee will compete in 
vaulting and on the uneven 
parallel bars. 
Adding depth to the 
Madison team will be Debbi 
Hannah (beam). Julie 
Magness (beam, floor 
exercise, vaulting), Michele 
Manning (all-around), Valerie 
Meador (vaulting), Annette 
Owens (floor exercise) and 
Ann Wintringham (floor 
exercise, beam). 
"Were potentially 10 to 15 
points stronger as a team than 
last season." said Madison 
gymnastics coach ' Hayes 
Kruger. "Our individual 
strength is in the uneven 
parallel bars and in the floor 
exercise, and we've shown 
quite a bit of improvement in 
vaulting since last year." 
A rules change may make 
the competition more difficult 
for the women in 1976. 
Because of the increasing 
abilities of gymnasts 
throughout the world, the 
international rating com- 
mittee has ruled that three 
superior moves, instead of 
only two as last season, wiU be 
required during an in- 
dividual's routine. 
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Schlitz and Old Mil Kegs 
Schlitz Malt Liquor 8-pk-$l.09 
Schlitz Light-6pk-cold-$l.59 
30% DiscountOn Film 
Processing B&W/Color 
Synders-Reg. 99c-Now 79* 
Coke -4Qts.- $1.00 
WERNERS 7 Day Store 
9l5So High SI   :)BlocluSoulho(M«diion 
M"' "1   SM.-Than.   M.m.-I»».m. 
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